
PRACTICE SET -1



In the sentence given below two blanks are followed by 

five words to fill the blank to complete the sentences 

meaningfully correct. You have to choose the correct pair 

of words to complete the sentence.
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India will push its G-20 partners to support its ---------- to 

raise the share of taxes multinational companies pay to 

countries where they earn excess profits, government ----

----- said.

1. request, side

2. initiative, strict

3. proposal, officials

4. partners, side

5. None of the above
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The RPF is ------------ with the task of protecting and 

safeguarding railway passengers, passenger area and 

railway -----------.

1. equipped, force

2. mandated, property

3. provided, force

4. given, property

5. None of the above
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The greater Chennai corporation will start work on six ---

------ LPG-fired crematoriums in north Chennai to --------

-- pollution in open spaces.

1. Special, stop

2. Special, remove

3. Modern, prevent

4. Modern, stop

5. None of the above
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India is now right in the middle of ------- and it is only to 

be expected, given the topography of the hill states, that 

extended rains will cause landslips, landslides and pose 

extreme --------- to life and property.

1. monsoon, silence

2. winter, threat

3. winter, destruct

4. monsoon, threat

5. None of the above
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Ukraine has assembled large --------- of North Atlantic 

Treaty Organization (NATO)- supplied weaponry and 

a great number of its troops for the -------------, and 

much of these are already committed in battle.

1. Quantities, defensive

2. Qualities, offensive

3. Quantities, offensive

4. Qualities, defensive

5. None of the above
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In the following questions, a sentence has been given 

with some of its parts in bold. To make the sentence 

grammatically and idiomatically correct, you have to 

replace the bold part with the correct alternative given 

below. If the sentence is correct as it is, mark ‘no 

improvement required’ as your answer.
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Harnessing the potential of architecture will depend 

substantially on state investment in design.

1. May substantially depend on

2. can substantially dependent on

3. is substantially depend on

4. was substantially dependent on

5. No improvement required
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The union government is not in favour of declaring 

lightning a natural disaster as deaths cause by it can be 

prevented by making people aware of safety steps.

1. as deaths causes by it

2. as deaths cause by it

3. due to deaths causes by it

4. as deaths caused by it

5. No improvement required
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A Pakistani mother of four, who sneaked into India to 

live with a Hindu man whom she befriended through an 

online gaming platform, has been ostracized by her 

family and neighbors for daring in defy the societal 

norms.

1. for daring to defy the

2. for dared in defy the

3. for daring of defy the

4. for dared on defy the

5. No improvement required
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Diversification, can do appropriately, may suffice if the 

magnitude pf the market decline is small and there is low 

likelihood of the decline happening closer to the end of 

the time horizon for your life goal.

1. can done appropriately

2. If  can do appropriately

3. If do appropriately

4. If done appropriately

5. No replacement required
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select the starters from the given options which can be 

used to form a single sentence from the two sentences 

given below, implying the same meaning as expressed in 

the statement sentences.
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(a) Trying its best to wriggle out of this situation,

(b) BRS is keen to use the opportunity to portray 

congress as “anti-farmer”

1. while the congress is

2. Since the congress is

3. Due to the situation of congress

1. only 1

2. only 2

3. both 1 and 2

4. Both 1 and 3

5. None of the above
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(a) as to when and where the Ukrainian counter-offensive 

against Russia would begin

(b) Ukrainian President finally stated on that the 

offensive had begun.

1. Before speculation

2. After months of speculation

3. Aftermath of speculation

1. only 1

2. only 2

3. both 1 and 2

4. Both 2 and 3

5. None of the above
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(a)That fighting was intense, especially as Ukraine’s 

initial efforts were to drive through Russian positions to 

reach Sea of Azov

(b) and deprive Russia of its land access to Crimea.

1. Both sides acknowledge that

2. Both sides argue about

3. Each and every part confess that

1. only 1

2. only 2

3. both 1 and 2

4. Both 2 and 3

5. None of the above
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THANK 
YOU
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